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This study examined the extent to which commonly reported perceptual
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predict compliance behavior in

a.lab-based scenario that effectivelydisguised the true purpose of the research. Forty-nine undergraduates wereled to
believe that the purposeof the study was to improve the instructionsthat accompanyconsumerproducts that require
full or partial assemblyand that they would be asked to perform carpentJy tasks that requiredthe use of several types
of manual and power tools (e.g., a circular saw). The instructions for a fictitious product, the "JaybirdBirdhouse Kit,"
asked participants to cut pre-markedsections (e.g., walls.roof) ftom a lmgcr pie.a: of wood and then assemble the
sectiom in a room equipped to resemble a small wood shop. The warning on the saw directed participants to wear
safety glasses and a face mask.and to keep their hands away ftom the blade during use. These and several other types
of safety equipment were in plain view of the participants on a table with tools and other pieces of the birdhouse kit
Stepsweretaken to ensure participants' safety (electrical outlets werenot "live") and to eohaoce the study's realism.
Results showedthat perceivedhazard predictscompliana; replicatingearlier research in this area. A relatively
high level of behavioral compliance was obserwd, even though there was nothing furcing participan(s to use the
protective equipment other than the belief of danger and a warning telling them how to reduce that danger. Thirty-five
participants(71.4%) donned at least one piece ofsakty equipmentprior to usiogdle saw. Ofttu:se, 34 (97.1%) used
safety glasses, 17 used a mask (48.5%), four (11.4%) wore work gloves, and one (2.S°~) wore an apron. Sixteen
participants (45.7%) donned both the safety glasses and the mask as indicated on the warning. The resolts showed
that level of experieoce (prior use of a circular saw) was positively related to compliance, r = .3, p < .05. This finding
contrasts with the usual familiarity effects reported in WIIIDing;;~h.
The sceoario used in this study produced a believable context that can be used by wamin&s
researchers in firtul'e
investigations of behaviorlll compliance. Future studies should expand the range of realistic, but controlled,
laboratoly contexas to investigate the effectiveness of various warning related factors across a broad range of

potentiallyhaz.atdous
consumerproducts.

